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A b s t r a c t

Within the background field formalism we diecues vacuum

loops in supersyrametric gauge theories. A direct connection

is revealed between the absence (or presence) of high order

contributions and infrared regularisation. A eimple explana-

tion is given why the instanton amplitude is exhausted by one

loop whilst in the standard supergraph technique the effective

action contains terms of all orders in the coupling constant.

We present exact relation between the Gell-Mcnn-Low function

and anomalous dimensions of matt-r euperfields •terming from

the lnstanton calculus*
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1, Introduction

In m r previous worlr ' we heve considei id applications

of instantene to calculations of the Gell-Marcn-Low function

in supereymmetrie gauge theories. In brief, the resulte re-

duce te the following.

(i) The vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude in the instanton ex-

ternal field is exactly calculable and is determined by one

(ii) In theories with one independent Z factor (super-

symreetric gluodynamics and its extensions) one can extract

from the above amplitude the exact Ь -function. More-

over, the coefficienta of the Ĵ  -function have a geometri-

cal meaning:

(1)

where M
o
 is the ultraviolet cut off, ^a and ^x are

the numbers of sere modeo, gluonic and feraionic, respectively.

(iii) If arbitrary matter superfields are added, there

appear a few independent Z factors. Then certain relation

oan be derived between the exact В -function and the
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anomalous dimensions of the matter fields. In ref.1 we have

used the relation to obtain two-loop coefficients of the A

-f-mction. In the general form
f
as will be shown belew, the

relation is as follows:

(2)

Here Л-/ is the number of the gluino zero nodes while

stand for tne anomalous dimension of the matter fields

Notice, that for each fermion matter field Y^t) enters the

r.ii.s. of eq.(2) multiplied by the number of the corresponding

zero modes.

On the other hand the ordinary supergraph technique for

calculating the effective action has been considerably advan-

/2-4/

ced in recent papers ' '.In particular, it has been shown

' ' that, if ail self-energy graphs are finite to L loops the

J~> -function vanishes up to ( L + 1) loop. Evidently, this re-

sult, obtained independently, is a special case of eq.(2).

Furthermore, ref.5 contains an interstir^ rernarlc - if

there exist3 a consistent supersymmetric regularization (both

in the ultraviolet and infrared) in SUSY gauge theories in

four dimensions, d = 4, there can be ro divergences in the

affective action beyond the first loop. From the formal point

af view this assertion is very close to our point (i). However,

actually, infrared singularities appearing in calculating the

effective action result in nonvanishing higher-order contribu-



tione to the В -function within the standard technique

/3,4/

In the present note we demonstrate the distinction bet-

ween the ordinary pertarbative computations and the inetanton-

-based approach '
1
'. The basic po.lat is that the instanton

background field ensures infrared regularization of all integ-

rals. Aa a result, all foraal arguments showing the absence of

higher loops' ' become completely conclusive* . At the sarae

time, in the ordinary approach' •" the infrared divergences

in higher loops give uncertain expression of the type 0/0. A

careful treatment of these uncertainties yields definite and,

generally speaking, non-vanishing expressions for higher-loop

contributions.

la more detail we consider the issue of infrared regula-

rization in Sect.2. Sect.3 is devoted to derivation and discu-

ssion of eq,(2). Sect.4 presents concluding remarks and com-

ments on current literature.

2. Higher loops and the problem of

infrared singularities

It is especially convenient to combine the supergrapb

analysis with the external field technique which automatical-

ly guarantees the (euper)gauge invariance with respect to the

external field. The renormalization of the coupling constant

is determined by the effective action. Let us consider ae an

example supersymnetric gluodynamics. The classical action is

*'fiotice that the one-loop vacuum-to-vacuum instanton amplitu-

de generates all orders in the $ -function, see ref.t.



whore M£< the field stength superfield,

In the general case loop corrections must reduce to

The only exception ia the one-loop ftraph with ghosts. The lat-

ter are described by chlral euperfields, and, due to this

fact, the corresponding contribution in the action is directly

repreeentable in the Гола

A S
0 1
 = с \fr* cite TrW*(*,9) L H

{ 6 )

At first sight two and more loops are absent is the coupling

constant renoraalizatien at all. Indeed the function f in

eq«(5) (a typical supergraph for it is depicted on fig.1)

must be invariant with respect to the eupergauge transforma-

tion of the external field. Proa dimensional arguments it is

clear that it is impossible to build such an invariant of the

local type.

Concrete computations certainly give a non-vanishing

two-loop & function. Then, how the paradox is resolved?

An answer to this question can be found, from explicit

two-loop expressions presented in refs.'^
1
*'. It turns out

that the operator figuring la eq.O) emerges upon resolving
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uncertain ratios 0/0 associated with the infrared singulari-

ty of f( x
f
 &, © )• As an example we quote here the function

f *f the f » n /
4 /

Botice that by equations of motion both X ^ ^ - О

On the other hand, the corresponding integral in A S

repreaentable as

Therefore, «re are left with a non-vanishing result of the ex-

pected structure.

bet us perform now an analogous analysis for the vacuum

-to-vacuum. transition in the instanton background field* She

basic distinction of this problem from the previous one is as

follows. The standard calculations of the effective action

within perturbation theory assume an expansion in the external

field, while in the amplitude of the instanton transition one

does not expand in the background field since the field is

not treated as a perturbation» As a result, the external field

obviously guarantees infrared regularization of all integrals.

Hence, the proof of the baaic result of our work '
1
' - the ab-

sence of higher loops in the inataaton transition - is free

of the infrared problems discussed above. Recall that the key

elenent of the proof is the emergence in higher orders of in-
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tegrala like (5) containing d*e d
z
& while the integ-

rand f (being supergauge invariant) is independent of в

in the inetanton or any other chiral external field.

Now, it is in order to discuss here what happens in case

of an arbitrary (non-chiral) external field if one does not

expand in it. Then an infrared cut off is build-in, and there

should be no uncertainties of the type 0/0, However one can not

<3laim now that the function f is a polynomial in W , Vj

and their covariant derivatives. In the one-loop approximation

the effective action for SUSY gluodynamics reduces to (up to

terms independent of M
o
 , the ultraviolet cut off)

-. К с. .

In accordance with the general argument in the two-loop appro-

ximation the effective action will appear as an integral over

d*-Q with the integrand singular in the external

и С. -г У<и< ti

Doing the integration over c/^& it is easy to check that

we get just the same structure as in S
C O
 ,

Our discussion (and all inetanton calculations) assumes,

of course, that in et » 4 there exiete an ultraviolet re-
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gularization respecting aupereymmetry. As far as we know, the

only suitable regularization of this type - the Pauli-Villars

fields for one loop plus higher derivatives. Technically thie

construction is rather complicated, but the only thing impor-

tant for us is the very fact of its existence.

Recently, the divergences of supergraphs have been analy-

sed within the framework of dimensional reduction ' . It is

interesting to notice that in this scheme, quite analogously,

contributions corresponding to two and more loops formally

lead to different structures than the one-loop term, and these

structures reduce to eq.(3) only in the limit £ -» о after

elimination of d^Q • 2toe new structures in ref. '̂ seea

to correspond to the non-polynomial tens quoted in our eq.(8).

It would be interesting to pursue this point further.

3. The Gell-Mann-Low-function and anomalous

dimensions

In this section we shall consider SUSY gauge theories

with arbitrary matter sector*' and get an explicit relation

between the fi and £f functions resulting from the con-

siderations of ref. '. The starting point is the exact expre-

ssion for the vacuum-to-vacuum transition in the instanton

field. This amplitude is known as a function of the regula-

tor mass Ко and the bare coupling constant Q
O t

 which

depends on M
o
 implicitly. Due to renoraalizability of the

theory the implicit M
o
 dependence should compensate for an

explicit factor (М„)
И
*"" *

4
 reflecting the effect of zero

modes. If there is a single % factor determining both the

field renoxmalisation and £„ renormalization, then the de-
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peodence of q
D
 on He ie fixed unambigously. (This, in

turn, gives us the exact jj function* For theories with

a few independent % factors there emerges a relation bet-

ween f> and % where t describes the matter field re-

normalization*

Specifically, the instanton amplitude of the vacuum-to-va-

cuost transition is proportional to ' '

T II* \*ljH dtp П б

[-Z) dtf\y$ (9)
Here MA and ttr are the numbers of the boson and fexmion

collective coordinates, h^=-^^ for SU{H)
c o J L o r

. Integration

over the orientation in the color space is implied to be per-

formed, * о is the instanton centre, J° is its size.

The product / I и* ̂  runs over all fermion collective coor-

dinates, including gluino; it is assumed that the fermion

zero modes are normalized to unity. Eq.(9) is obtained in

the one-loop approximation and in analogous to F~ -terms:

- it ie not affected in higher orders. This is valid both,

for gauge interactions and Yukawa terms in the superpoten-

tial. Let us rewrite eq.(9) in terms of renormalized quan-

titee. To this end we ascribe to each fermion zero mode the

corresponding ? factor, or, more exactly,

It can include Yukawa terms in the ouporpotential.
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where the subscripts 0 and H refer to the bare end renor-

malized quantitее. The expression for the instanton amplitude

can be rewritten then as follows

The factor Xt corresponds to each fermion zero mode while

2 о accompanies each boson zero mode. The renormaliza-

tion of the boson (gluon) field evidently coincides with that

of Q
o

The transition amplitude should not depend on M
o
 . jn

other words Q
6
 and Ho vary in a concerted way so that

Q is fixed* Taking the logarithm of {... ]• In eq.(9a),

keeping <?
t
 fixed and differentiating with respect to

log Mj we get

where /= ̂  »• ̂ Л/6« И о •
 T n e 8 U m

S -̂  and

run over gluon and feraion zero modes, respectively. ?or the

gluon and gluino fields the anomalous dimension is expressable

in tenaa of fb • Indeed, for the gluon field , as дав

been mentioned above, the Z factor coincides with that for

oL , by definition. For the gluino field A this fact

is a consequence of SUSY. Explicitly,

i . 01)
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Substituting eq.(11) to eq.(io) we reproduce eq.(2). Eq.(lO)

coincides with explicit two loop calculations'
3
'.

Moreover, the assertion formulated in refs.'^* ' (the va-

nishing of the f> function in L + 1 loop provided that

v . = О up to L loops) immediately follows from eq.(10)i

It is in order here to make two comments. First, eq.(9),

is valid in the presence of the Yukawa interactions in the

euperpotential ae well. The Yukawa terns affect only Z fac-

tors but have no explicit impact on the relation between 8

and X 's • Second
t
 in SUSY theories (unlike the ordinary

gauge theories, say, QCO) the matter field Z factors are

gaage independent provided SUSY ia explicit. Let us elucidate

this point on a simple example, SUSY QCD with one flavor. Then

on* can introduce a mass term,

a C12)

where &L • 1,2 is the color index, £- •« 1,2, is

a chiral superfield* By the well-кпоип non-renoncalization

theorem for f -terms the mass renoroalization is deter-

rained by ju&t the same Z factor as that of S .On

the other hand, ft? is an observable parameter and itв re-

nonnalication cannot depend on the way the gauge-fixing con-

dition ie introduced.

4, Concluding remarks

Зйшб, in the present note we have discussed two related

ieeuee. First, we have demonstrated the difference between

the calculation of the inetanton amplitude and that of the
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effective action in the standard approach. In the former case

higher loops are absent, while in the latter one they appear

due to infrared divergences at intermediate steps. Second,

we have presented the explicit formula for the Gell-Mann-Low

function in terms of the anomalous dimensions of the matter

fields.

lfeturally, final results stemming from instantone and

standard methods must coincide with rznh ather. In all prob-

lems rhere the direct comparison is possible, the coincidence

docs take place. Moreover, a very recent publication: '' pro-

vides a first attempt to verify through a direct computation

the absence of higher orders in the instanton external field.

As far as we understand, the authors have succeeded in doing

so in case of two loops and found the anewer which is in per-

fect agreement with the general statements of ref/ ' . Ihey

were unable, however, to extend the analysis to the case of

ttiree loops and so on. Surprising though it is the inability

to complete a three loop analysis have led tiiem to a conclu-

sion that the non-renormalization theorem of ref.' ' is inva-

lid.

Thus it is even more gratifying that at least one particular

result of the instanton calculus concerning higher loops has

been already confirmed independently. We keep in mind the

proof of the vanishing of the Ji function in L + 1 loops

provided that the matter anomalous dimension vanish in A»

loops '5* . As . . mentioned above, tfiis statement follows

immediately from our eq.(1O).



therefore, tcere is little doubt that fall relation* (2),

(10) can be obtained by the standard method*. It would be

instruetire, to our aind, to learn ho» geometrical factors

entering the instaoton expressions emerge frca eupergraphs

of the ordinary perturbation theory (eay, anomaloue dlnen-

•ione, fiw of the Batter fields are weighted with the a m -

ber of the corresponding sero nodes is the instanton back-

ground).

Tig.1
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